
Sharon Peretz

For the past five years I’ve been moving between different locations, creating objects and videos that are an 
energetic friction point between my entity and its surroundings. I left Israel impulsively, deciding that I wanted to be 
able to express myself in the absence of a comfort zone. I consciously isolated myself from my tools, my inspiration 
sources, my materials, my pick-up truck, and the objects and industrial areas that were my playground as a child 
and as an adult. Through this process, I am constantly looking to recreate my language, to reveal my coding, to 
see what remains in the absence of the familiar and to give expression to what cannot be verbalized but seeks 
understanding.



‘SHESH’ Installation view



‘SHESH’ Installation view, meeting point Observer staircase with Shay Azulay painting ‘The hidden treasure’



Standing on the observer staircase’s video

https://vimeo.com/381448491 
 



‘SHESH’ Installation view, painting object, 2.4m x 2.4m, mix media, weight 150k



‘SHESH’ Detail, painting object



‘SHESH’ Detail, Copper pipe, Super7



‘SHESH’ Installation view wall back, the ‘p’ is a gesture for a friend



‘SHESH’ installation view, meeting point, White painting object, 1.90m x 2.4m, mix media  with Yoav Weinfeld airbrush 



‘SHESH’Front view, Terracotta tiles staircase, 



‘SHESH’ installation view, White painting object, 1.90m x 2.4m, mix media



“1212” group exhibition, Abulafia 17, Tel Aviv 12/2019

For the past year, I have been working at my studio on 17th Abulafia Street. Just before the evacuation of the studio and 
the space’s disappearance, I invited my colleagues Shay Azulai, Noa Shwartz Lev-Har and Yoav Weinfeld to celebrate it for 
the last time.In the exhibition, curated by Naama Bar-Or, I exhibited two installations: 

 ‘SHESH’ composed of a 7.14m x 1.20m of  partially built brick wall, a staircase covered with terracotta tiles, copper pipes
, two mixed media - white paintings and an ‘observer staircase’.
The video is seen only from one of the staircase’s top. and the other installation named 

Breathing wall, 6m x 8m consist of 12 “Intex” air mattresses suspended from the ceiling, industrial  blower, vacuum pipes 
and a hole in the wall. The mattresses fill-in and empty-out air, synchronizing the body with the object and self.  
The object is energetic combination of structure, scale, and emotion.



‘Breathing wall’ installation front view



Video documentation of ‘Breathing wall’

https://vimeo.com/381658392

https://vimeo.com/381658392
https://vimeo.com/381658392


Inside exit hole Outside exit hole



And Your Hand Crafts Sky, Group exhibition Rudngung, UDK, Berlin 
8m x6m Copper pipes, plaster, milk, trees, sky, window, The work cooperated with celestial 
bodies and nature. 
curated by Lukas Topfer 

A copper tube, 10 meters long, diameter 133mm is placed outside of a windowsill.
Half of the windows covered with liquid gypsum mixed with milk and only the copper pipe itself 
is revealed clearly. The optical game of exposition and concealment, as well as the sheen of 
the tube, give a sense of elevation and lightness to the actual weight of the metal. It then 
becomes one with the other elements surrounding it, as the trees and the blue sky. As if riding 
on a train.



Copper pipe



Window covered with plaster and milk





Loch, Fahrbereitschaft, Berlin, 8/2015

I just wanted to see the forest behind the wall.







Back stage, wall behind the studio



Fahrbereitschaft, Berlin



Engine Bezalel, Jerusalem, 4/2013
50 square meter, Car burned Oil, found cutting Boards and Ratchet.

This is my first installation. It was not for any presentation. I have worked on this piece for as long as I 
had the space. The work was not a part of any class or assignment and by that it allowed an open 
dialog, understanding and evolvement. 









Quarter, Dual exhibition, smart loft, berlin, 2015
Installation of two videos over lapping and correlating , Tar surface, Plate, Floor tunel. 

Life seen as a carousel, the reality as an illusion built out of every single person’s projections. 
Same as Don Quijote is fighting against windmills - which appear to him as giants - humanity 
is fighting against the inevitable passing of time and insignificance of human life itself. 
The hope is to find salvation at some point, which is only possible for one's having the 
courage to break free from the demands of society and break down the consistent. Question 
the position of human beings in society and in the public space. Through the potentially 
endless cycle, our own loop, the viewer is finding himself reflecting about his own position in 
life. 
Text by the curators Elisabeth Pernau & Sophia Schiller 

   



Installation view, Overlapping video  



Installation back stage view



Installation view, Tar floor, electric tunnels, plate



The plate was left in the electric canal as a gift to a german friend -“Lack of self mastery is the root of all failures" 



Round, Jerusalem, Bezalel, 12/2012 
Installation of a 2m diameter iron round covered with plaster and lack. 
The characters on the round are global, circling in infinity, searching for inner ancient self. 
2017, Art Map , International Group show, Braga, PortugalCurated by: Madina Zigasina & 
Braga Municipality  



Installation view



Detail



Napoleon, Bezalel, Jerusalem, 10/2013
The work is 50 square meter, 4.5m at the highest point, consists of wood construction, 
approximately 60 shutters and a green mattress. 

The work  “Napoleon” was conceived when I was laying in my bed and had a feeling of a 
lucid dream. This outside shape landed in my head and the feeling was so strong that I 
immediately jumped out of bed and started to sketch. The next day, I started the hunt for 
shutters. I felt like I was a person on a mission; a tool that had to fulfill its purpose. I had no 
idea what it means or why I was doing this.  

The search for this amount of shutters was not easy. I started to drive to more industrial 
areas, going into every factory I saw. Luckily enough, I met some magical people - one of 
them gave me a shutter door, with a handle lock and a key. He named the door “Napoleon”. 
From the moment I installed this door, the object came to life. An inner space, both in the 
object and myself, was created. While sitting inside this huge “thing”, I felt small. I felt as if 
there was another layer of identity within me, though a gap in scale, form, and in essence  
was formed between them. When trying to understand the dissonance, I remembered that 
my childhood house was covered with shutters from both ends. It was an elongated house, 
and from my room to the far end, I could see the light coming through the cracks of the 
shutters. The doors to the roof were the entrance to my place of happiness; it fulfilled my 
need for limitless space. The unplanned “gap” led me to deepen my research.





Side view



Roof and celling encounter





The GAP, Jerusalem, Bezalel,4/2014 
50 square meter Room wide installation, Wood, Liquid Clay, Lights, Windows Net, 
Televisions, Video, Dry Walls 

“The Gap” started from the observation of my inner conflict that was realized after sitting 
inside “Napoleon”. I took two of the main support beams from “Napoleon” which became the 
nucleus of the structure. I projected in the tv’s unspoken apologies between myself and the 
protective entity that would help me pass through the gap; from one end of the house to the 
other, that would lead to the roof covered with blue sky.



Documentation video
https://vimeo.com/113083136

14cm gap, plaster wall

https://vimeo.com/113083136
https://vimeo.com/113083136


Back stage view, projectors, screening nets



Installation front view, clay floor, 14cm 
gap tv’s



Video Installation view gap



Detail



Shape, Jerusalem, Bezalel, 7/2014 
Wood Construction, ceramic Tiles, Water, Plastic, Turret window and a  Video Projection

From a bird’s eye view, one cannot notice a difference in the space. Only at a second look, then 
the viewer could discover a new entrance to an angular structure. The area under the uplifted 
floor is covered with green plastic and filled with puddles of water. At the corner of the space, 
on the floor, there is a small video projection, alluring the viewer to go underwater and dive into 
the liquid images.



Installation Bird view



Video Installation view

Documentation Video
https://vimeo.com/112800937

https://vimeo.com/112800937
https://vimeo.com/112800937


Installation view, Ceramic tiles and Turret window



Installation view, Under structure, wood construction, green plastic sheet, water paddles 



Paintings



1.4m x 1.2m, mix media, 2015



1.4m x 1.6m, mix media, 2015



1.2m x 1m, mix media, 2018



2.4m x2.4m mix media, 2015



2.4m x2.4m mix media, 2015



Detail



3m x 2.4m mix media, 2014


